GNARLY TROOP FOUNDATION
U/S 25 of the Companies Act, 1956
Since Gnarly Troop Foundation is Nonprofit Organization you will execute the responsibility of CSR too here. You
would be Gnarly value partner through this occasion. You are here whose loyalty to gnarly spirit matters so decide to
be “associate value partner” or to write “GNARLY TROOP powered by you”!
over a century ago, in the depth of cold war and in the height of war on humanity, World capitals were dotting the
globe to have a symbol of the world with slogan_ 'breath with pride”‘
to improve standards of living through social & economic reforms with increasing hope that, at last, they could secure
racial equality and then in the beginning of 21st century, from the time when world's planners were trying to chart a
route out of the mire of a colonial environment, history saw the Gnarly Troop transformed into World to care
universal wave with curiosity that the bright daybreak of peace & brotherhood can become a reality.
Whole world centered gnarly activities where Youth_ for GNARLY TROOP come with a global initiative uniting
youth and leaders of youth focused organizations serving as catalysts of social change, transforming local communities
and championing the realization of the global development through thoughts, words and actions in local
communities, by utilizing the energies, resourcefulness and abilities of young people.
 Great chance to be in Media and among professionals and youth of worldwide where Gnarly Troop will
corporate you in well organized way, we focus you time to time on podium and may provide you podium too
here.

We will take your special
and exclusive coverage. Only you need
to care here is you must be representing
your tag with the ladies with you in
Sarees in blue & / gray colour which
matches with symbol of Gnarly Troop!
The programs and projects of the
Gnarly Troop & envoys shall be added
to the Acts of the Gnarly Troop where
you shall be caught in public eyes with
your Profile and contributions on our
website in executing social & corporate
responsibility, you will be here shaking
hands with Troops on international
dialogues with added features on our
Facebook group and even hard copy
publications.

You would also be shown
on our T-shirts which are for Troops. Connect and meet many corporate worlds too to do such (shake hands
with youth collaboration).
 Most amazing things for you are the activities which comes under coverage of shooting of the gnarly times
will be tagged with you as initiative with ongoing projects in Gnarly Videos. Great chance to be in Media and
among professionals and youth of worldwide where Gnarly Troop will corporate you in well organized way,
we focus you time to time on podium and may provide you podium too here.
 In each vacancy for our projects and Internship programme we assure you to communicate them about your
message and contribution for society with Gnarly Troop.

We will take your special and exclusive coverage. Only you need
to care here is you must be representing your tag with the ladies
with you in Sarees in blue & grey colour which matches with
symbol of Gnarly Troop!

In Photograph 1, Karishma Thakur is Gnarly Spokeswoman (Delhi University Students’ Union Secretary (2013-14).

Increase your brand awareness amongst 16 to 35 years old with
Gnarly Troop with international Youth for GNARLY TROOP

Visitors from all categories attend Gnarly activities/conference physically & thousands of thousands youth from worldwide
access our website www.gnarlytroop.com

Have a history that illustrates you'll be around for the long
haul with Gnarly Troop

Qualitative examples to associate with Gnarly Troop:
 Local, national and international members from world keep eyes on our Gnarly activities because of its logo
has been proposed as “Symbol of the world”. Here Delhi University Students Union also be in leading
exposure and many of them are with tag of Gnarly Troop.
 Peak industry bodies will be there.
 We will be communicated with
networking groups would get
results with great hope for trade
shows, so Industry associations
may be possible because of having
special meeting of value partners
in each 3 months with Gnarly
Family & eminent associate
persons and institutions.
 University alumni will be visiting
you from other countries too…
 Online networking – specifically
for future relationship.
 Our conference will be displayed
on website with your name &
brand with your logo.
 Your Facebook add with Gnarly
Troop will increase fan in ‘000
because it is a youth collaboration.
Higher numbers of youth would
like to visit you because you would
be regarded as core value partner of Gnarly family!
 Gnarly Troop are never off duty and empowered by Youth from all over world as Youth_for GNARLY
TROOP
 Welcome to Gnarly World with youth from Universities and institutions like University of Oxford, IITs,
IIMs, Banaras Hindu University and other eminent Colleges and schools like St. Xavier’s, UCSKM Public
School with Delhi University Students’ Union official bearer(s).
 We have been associated and powered by people from many European and Asian countries like Spain,
Turkey, Romania, Poland, Bangladesh, and Nepal.
 GNARLY TROOP FOUNDATION is Non-Profit Organization and has been incorporated under Section 25
of the Companies Act, 1956 with Corporate Identity Number : U85100DL2013NPL262520

 The Gnarly Troop Foundation empowers youth leaders to bridge the global development
divide and facilitate the emergence of a world without borders where all young people have the right to
education and sustainable development.
 People from world will see you with Gnarly Troop, so subscriptions to the customer loyalty program increase
because National Capital is going to be center of attraction with Mirror of Pride (a forum of Gnarly Troop).
 Gnarly Promotional cell has proposed to work in many projects of world standard, so there are big events
going to be scheduled exclusively with you and we will prefer you there always.

In Photograph 2, Swatantrata Bhawan in Banaras Hindu University

DETERMINE YOUR VALUE
Try to Focus on costs hinders the actual revenue potential of this event. Think like a marketer, know your assets, and
be prepared to explain how your sponsorship offering will help your company achieve its goals. Gnarly Troop will take
care of these two assets for you:

Concrete Assets
 Media Value: placements, coverage, on-site impressions, collateral, Website
 On-site Activities: sampling, one-to-one marketing, VIP entertainment, expo booths
 Lead Generation: mail and email lists, promotional opt-ins

Intangible Assets
 Comparables: other events, media in market, standard advertising costs
 Activation Opportunities: retail tie-ins, sales promotions, hospitality discounts

SPONSORSHIP STATISTICS with
Gnarly Troop:

 To increase brand loyalty through Broadcast ad opportunities because Gnarly Troop will be with all leading
media & entertainment world too.
 Create awareness/visibility with triumphal return to be with your own unique image.
 Platform for experiential branding to enter in B-world with corporate responsibility.
 Displaying your name with Gnarly Troop & brand to tie up with youth for popularity to seize growth
opportunities in corporate sense.

Remember, there are billions spent annually on event
sponsorships, so there is never a bad time to solicit sponsors.
Your challenge is applying these statistics and tactics to create
unmatched value for your companies. Increase your value to
breath with pride.

What we need here your attention for swift action as troops do. Hope you will care our gnarly themes /gnarly factors
/objectives mentioned below which further correlate with arts of different corners of world, green environmental
moves, agriculture, finance, accounting, science, strategic management, health education services, etc:
 Individual identify gloom
 Cross borders relationship with symbol of gnarly troop.
 Religious conflicts resolving tact, research on religions.
 Work for HIV & fatal disease and awareness.
 Heritage & cultures.
 Communal harmony.
 Sports, arts and entertainment.
 Birth control, social and economic exploitation awareness along with other social issues.
 Rehabilitation of widows, divorcee, destitute, handicapped.
 Women empowerment and spiritual power.
 To stand image of India in World, we approach you for your revolutionary contribution to breathe with pride.
 We with green environment mission greeting you to associate with hub of youth spirit & Gnarly family Member
to empowering young people to utilize personal and public resources effectively for development & Celebrate
young person’s accomplishment, dedication and commitment to the realization the vision of the GNARLY
TROOPS!

